Abstract
Introduction
CCM, introduced by Dr. Goldratt, applies the theory of constraints (TOC) theory to plan and manage project management [1] . The method is regarded as one of the most important improvements after Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM). The major difference between CCM and CPM is that the uncertainty of activity duration and limited resources are additionally considered in CCM [2] . CCM attracts widely attention in several industries and academic circles. Rand explored the relationship between the ideas developed in the CCM and the CPM/PERT approach [2] . Herroelen et al carried on the thorough analysis to the merits and demerits of CCM [3] . Steyn and Wei studied on the execution and control method of the TOC applied to project management [4] . Kuchta analyzed the principles, assumptions and techniques of CCM in the light of their contribution to project management practice and to project success [5] . Li Junting et al researched the critical chains project network building method [6] . There are also some literatures on the buffer sizing techniques in critical chain [7, 8] .
Although there are lots of researches on the principles, implementation and buffer setting of critical chain method, the research on the optimization and scheduling problem of critical chain method is scarce. To extend the application scope and enhance the application level of the critical chain method, we address the CCM project scheduling problem and present its solution based on the genetic algorithm .
The fundamentals of critical chain project management method

The basic idea of CCPM
In CCM, the project manager and project teams concentrate more attention upon rather the whole project than the single task. CCPM makes the distributed risks of every task aggregate together into buffers and make the risks get together to be easy found and controlled. The basic idea and method of CCPM is as follows:
Step1 Reduce individual task estimates dramatically. This is done either by slashing the estimate by 50 percent or by applying a three-point estimating process to each task.
Step 2 Schedule tasks as late as possible.
Step 3 Resolve resource conflicts by resource balance.
Step 4 Identify the critical chain. The longest path which constraints the whole project duration is called critical chain.
Step 5 Set Feeding buffer (FB).Insert feeding buffers at points where non-critical chain paths intersect the critical chain. The subordination of non-critical chain paths allows continued focus on the critical chain.
Step 6 Set project buffer. Aggregate a portion of the reduced task estimates into a project buffer and insert this buffer at the end of the project.
Calculation of buffer size
Generally, there are two method setting buffer sizes at present, i.e. Cut and paste method (C&PM) and the root square error method (RSEM).
In C&PM, it is firstly assumed that the safe estimate for each task is given in traditional method. Secondly, the critical chain and feeding chains are calculated by using 50% of the safe estimates as task durations [9] . Thirdly, sum all of the safety cuts from the critical chain and then take half of this sum and use it as project buffer after the critical chain has been determined. Using the same method , we can get the feed buffer.
RSEM, Similar to the C&PM, uses two estimates for each task, j s is the safe estimate of task j and j d is the estimate time of task i in critical chain method, j  is the deviation of the two estimates. j C represents the task set of all the critical tasks in the critical chain. Project buffer is calculated as:
Let j I represent the task set of all the non-critical tasks in the non-critical chains, the feeding buffer is calculated as:
The obvious advantage of the C&PM is its simplicity. However, this might cause the buffer too long or short. Compared to C&PM, RSEM has a distinct advantage of not generating very large or very small buffer sizes based on the length of the feeding chain.
The simplified procedure of critical chain project scheduling
After computing the project buffer, the planner would then add the project buffer at the end of the project for overall schedule protection directly. However, in the critical chain method, the most complex and controversial issue is not buffer allocation but buffer inserting for feeding buffer. An appropriate amount of "feeding buffer" will be inserted at the end of each of these non-critical chains in order to protect the longest path. This causes the scheduled start times for activities on the feeding paths to be offset from their late start by the buffer size. Once inserting all the feeding buffers, this plan is ready to be implemented, and the original critical chain is not changed even if one of the feeding chains (non-critical chain) now becomes a longer path. This new path is not considered a critical chain since it contains a feeding buffer. Furthermore, the addition of feeding buffers can cause resource contentions which will not be rectified in order to maintain the original critical chain. The precise procedure for inserting the feeding buffers as given in Goldratt [1] and Herroelen and Leus [3] lacks clarity. Pushing activities backward in time in order to insert a feeding buffer may, and mostly will, create new resource conflicts. How these conflicts are to be resolved is not described in detail. Hoel and Taylor shows that if the overall uncertainty on a given feeding chain is such that the project planner defines a buffer greater than the free slack of the feeding chain, then that chain becomes part of the critica feeding l chain [10] . They argue that the feeding buffer sizes can be set as the float time of the non-critical chain, and not be computed by extra method. The idea is adopted by Liu et al. in their recent literature [8] . The approach introduced in Liu et al. synthetically takes resource-constrained float time of activity and feeding buffer sizes calculated with root square error method into consideration when assigning time buffers. In essence, the float time of activities still play a decisive role.
In this paper, the resource-constrained float time of activity was regarded as FB for the method of inserting FB by Hoel and Taylor. Since this method is simplified and practical method, we use it in the model of the critical chain project scheduling problem presented in this paper. And then, the schedule process of CCM can be divided into three stages:
(1) Take into account the influences of PB rather than FB to project duration ,and determine the critical chain;
(2) Insert the PB which is calculated based on critical chain at the end of the project; (3) Find the non-critical chains, and Calculate and insert the FB based on the method of Hoel and Tayloy.
The mode of Project Optimization Scheduling Problem
The project network plan technique is the foundation of Project Optimization Scheduling Problem. We assume that a project is represented by an activity-on-the-node network ( , ) G V E  , V denotes the set of vertices (nodes) representing the activities and E is the set of edges (arcs) representing the finish-start precedence relationships with zero time-lag. The activities are numbered from 1 to n , ,1 j V j n    , the total number of task is J .The dummy activities 1 and n mark the beginning and end of the project.   , i j E  , i represents the precedence task before task j . The Single Mode
Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem(SMRCPSP) further considers the resource factor.
There are K renewable resource types with ik
, the constant resource requirement of activity i for resource type k and k R is the constant availability of resource type k .
Based on the SMRCPSP, the problem will transform into the single mode critical chain scheduling problem if we consider the uncertainties of activity duration and limited resources .We can calculate PB as (2), and the model of the CCM scheduling problem can be formulated as:
(3) is the objective function minimizing the project make-span, where n f is the project duration before project buffer inserted, and PB denotes the project buffer. In (4), the start time of the dummy start activity 1 is valued 0. The precedence constraints are given by (5), which indicates that activity j can only be started when all predecessor activities i are completed. The resource constraints given in (6) indicate that for each time period [ 1, ] t t  and for each resource type k , the renewable resource amounts required by the activities in progress, denoted by t A , cannot exceed the resource availability.
Genetic Algorithm for the CCM Project Scheduling Problem
In SMRCPSP, the common method to generate the project plan is that assuming each activity in the project network is valued as a priority value, and the activities with the higher priority values will be earlier started [11, 12] . For solving the CCM scheduling problem, we adopt that idea as well, and thus the core issue here is finding the best priority list that will generate a complete CCM project plan with as shortest project duration. We know that there are priority lists for a project with tasks. The search space is too large to find the best priority list that generates the optimal solution. Therefore finding the suboptimal solutions with an intelligent optimization algorithm might meet the practical requirements. In this paper, we select a mature intelligent algorithm, i.e. the genetic algorithm (GA), to search the priority list which generates the optimal or suboptimal CCM project schedule. In the following subsections, we introduce the operators of the presented GA in detail.
Initial population
Since the solution space designed in this paper of GA should lead to optimal or suboptimal solution, the initial population has the important influence on the efficiency of algorithm. There are two ways of computing the initial population for the genetic algorithm: random and priority rule. We take the priority rule approach to ensure the population with a best basis and the random approach to maintain population diversity.
Solution encoding
The chromosome representation incorporates the schedule plan. We could ensure the only schedule plan through the position and the value of chromosome. We use the position of the chromosome to denote an activity and the value of the chromosome to denote the priority value associated with the activity, as shown in Figure 1 . The value of a gene is an integer exclusively within   1~n , where n is the number of total activities in projects. The larger the integer is, the higher the priority. Additionally, the values are different from each other in the chromosome. 
4.3Decoding
Firstly, according to a chromosome with the Serial Schedule Generation Scheme (SSGS), we can determine the only schedule plan as the initial plan, where the activity duration is the 50% estimates. The longest path in the initial plan which constraints the whole project duration is regarded as the critical chain. Finally, the PB is calculated according to (1) and inserted at the end of critical chain, while the float time is regarded as feeding buffers and needn't to be calculated again.
We can generate the whole critical chain project plan based on each encoding individual with the previous decoding procedure, and the critical chain plan is used as the basis of fitness computation. f and 1 f are computed according to the decoding procedure described as Section 3.3.The goal value is converted into fitness function as:
Fitness Function
r is valued 0.5, which is used to avoid divide by 0 in the case 2 1 0 f f   . We choose the chromosome according to the fitness ratio when the gap among the chromosome is higher. If the gap is lower ,the chosen closes up to randomly selected from the chromosome .
crossover operator
We use the method of position crossover proposed by Syswerda (1991). As shown in Figure 2 , the new individual is produced from two parents. Some genes of the new chromosome are derived from parent 1, and the other genes should be derived from parent 2, while the activities that have already been taken from the parent 1 may not be considered again. Crossover uses both inheritance and variation to improve the performance of the population (as measured by the objective function) while retaining a diverse (as measured by the comparison function) population. 
Mutation operator
Mutation operator expands the search space into regions that may contain better solutions. The mutation operator assigned is based on the mutation of the local search in essence, the genes are randomly selected and their neighbor's population is obtained for a chromosome. As shown in Figure 3 , the mutation operator generates randomly two different integers,
exchange the genes of the two positions (an activity list which fulfills the precedence assumption), we can build a new chromosome. Some individuals are produced as the mutation in the evolution process of a population. 
Selection operator
Selection is an artificial version of the natural phenomenon called the survival of the fittest. The selection of a chromosome uses the roulette wheel and the best fitness value method, which not only keep the solution space designed draw close to the optima solution but also prevent premature convergence of the solution space.
Computational Experiments
We have coded the procedure in MATLAB 7.0 to test the genetic algorithm and performed computational experiments on Window XP.
Experiment Design
There is no any standard instance to evaluate the algorithm of the presented problem. We modified SMRCPSP instance sets in PSPLIB as the instances, Kolisch et al [13] . In PSPLIB, there are several project instance sets for SMRCPSP, which are J30, J60, J90 and J120, including 30, 60, 90, and 120 activities, respectively. Some modifications are necessary to make these project instances applicable for the scheduling problem of ACCM, as follows:
( 
Comparison
Priority rule based heuristics are popular methods to solve the project scheduling problem. Since CCM project scheduling belongs to an extension of RCPSP, priority rule based heuristics can also be used for it. In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithms described in this paper, we make an experimental comparison between GA and priority rule-based heuristics. We use the eight priority rules in the procedure of computing the initial population. The purpose of comparison is to emphasize the merits of GA in CCM project scheduling problem. The criteria used in this paper are Maximum deviation, Optimal, Feasible and Average deviation. 30 most popular priority rules are tested in this paper, and Greatest resource demand(GRD), Greatest resource utilization (GRU), LST(Last Start Time) and MINLFT(Minimum Latest Finish Time), Most total successors(MTS) and Shortest processing time(SPT) are the best ones among them((see Appendix A)). We compare the algorithm with LST and MINLFT and the results are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . From the results, it is can be drawn that the GA has an obvious superiority when it compares with priority rule-based heuristics. The mechanism that some chromosomes of initial population of GA are generated based on priority rules could improve the performance and efficiency of GA effectively.
. Conclusions
We have considered an optimization approach for dealing with the Critical Chain Method based project scheduling, and a CCM project scheduling problem is presented and formulated by referring the RCPSP. The implementation process of critical chain method is a simplified method, in which feeding buffers needn't be calculated additionally. And then, a genetic algorithm for solving the problem is presented. Subsequently, a genetic algorithm was provided to determine the optimal or suboptimal solution of the CCM project scheduling problem, and all the main operators are designed according to the characteristics of the presented problem. The effectiveness of the presented algorithm is verified by extensive computational experiments based on the modified benchmark instances in PSPLIB.
